Founded in 2017, we opened our bar to the public
with the visions of bringing an artisan gin that the
people of Hull could be proud of.
Find here a guide to over 140 gins, 60 rums,
cocktails galore and cracking craft beers!
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Hull Dry Gin

G

in is liquor which derives its
predominant flavour from juniper
berries (Juniperus communis). Gin
is one of the broadest categories of
spirits, all of various origins, styles, and
flavour profiles that revolve around
juniper as a common ingredient.
From its earliest origins in the Middle
Ages, the drink has evolved from
a herbal medicine to an object of
commerce in the spirits industry.
At Humber Street Distillery Company
we have over 100 gins to choose from
across a range of styles...

Hull Dry Gin is a small batched, artisan gin distilled in the
heart of Hull’s former Fruit Market. Using eleven carefully
selected bespoke botanicals, we use a slow distillation process
enabling maximum copper contact in turn, allowing us to
produce a distinctly smooth and aromatic gin that we feel
the people of Hull can be proud of. Hull Dry Gin follows the
traditional London Dry style but with lingering spiced notes
from the Cubeb Peppers and a long citrus finish.
Tasting Notes: A strong hit of juniper followed by a
floral tones from elderflower & chamomile. A musky back
note of cassia bark & pink peppercorns leading into lapping
waves of grapefruit citrus.

Hull Dry Gin + Tonic
Double Hull Dry Gin, served with pink
grapefruit & rosemary along with
Fevertree tonic

£8.5

2

Hull Dry Martini

Hull Dry Gimlet

Hull Dry Gin, Noilly
Prat, Orange Bitters,
grapefruit oils

Hull Dry Gin, homemade
lime and rosemary
cordial

£9

£8.5
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Skully
Oriental Citrus

New Westerns

N

Inspired by fresh fruits & citrus
from the orient. Light citrus gin
with notes of lemon, yuzu & sake.
(Netherlands – 41.8%)

ew Western is an umbrella term for a new wave of gins
which is alternatively called New American or International
Style. Commonly, these gins have lower levels of juniper berries
and a wider range of botanicals; many are made by smaller
distillers who add unusual flavours to diversify their gins.

Death’s Door		

4.5

A botanical mix of juniper,
coriander & fennel seed. These
botanicals are distilled with a
unique, creamy base spirit made
from scratch with Wisconsin wheat
and malted barley. (USA – 47%)

Four Pillars

4.5

Spicy but with an exclusive citrus
flavour, a truly modern Australian
gin using whole oranges. This
means that the citrus is highly
aromatic & supports the spicier
botanicals such as cardamom.
(Australia – 41.8%)

Hendricks’

4.5

Eleven peculiar botanicals are used
along with unique infusions of
cucumber & rose petals to create a
wonderfully refreshing taste with a
delightfully floral aroma.
(UK – 41.4%)

4

Jinzu

Skully Smooth
Wasabi Gin
4

A marriage of British gin with the
delicate flavour of cherry blossom
and yuzu citrus fruit, finished by
smooth Japanese sake.
(UK – 41.3%)

Rock Rose

4.5

Fresh citrus & apricot from
Australian Galaxy Hops
compliments the conventional
botanicals, including juniper
coriander and liquorice.
(Scotland – 46%)

Arbikie AK’S

5

Uses home-grown wheat and
locally sourced honey, together with
botanicals such as mace, black
pepper and orange peel.
(Scotland – 43%)

5

Made from an IPA distillate &
rested in oak for 6 weeks to develop
flavour. Notes of soft fennel, vanilla
& sunflower seeds. Named after
our head bartender. (So he tells
everyone.) (Wales – 46%)

Northern Monk
Cahokia
4

4.5

An incredibly smooth Japanese gin
with heavy notes of wasabi and
ginger, brightened with lime peel &
mint. (Netherlands – 41.8%)

Eccentric Young Tom

Locally sourced botanicals such
as rhodiola rosea, blaeberries
& rowan berries, this creates a
wonderfully smooth & floral gin.
(Scotland – 41.5%)

Eden Mill Hop

4.5

5

A collaboration gin between
Northern Monk Brewery &
Manchester Zymurgorium. A
plethora of unexpected botanicals
including coffee beans, hops,
Mexican agave, mango, pineapple &
vanilla. (UK – 40%)

Nikka Coffey Gin

5.5

Made by whisky geniuses at Nikka.
Produced in a coffey still with a
barley & corn base. Botanicals
include the ancient sansho pepper,
yuzu & lemon. A real winner for
those who can’t decide between
whisky or gin.
(Japan – 47%)

Macaronesian
White Gin

4.5

Small batch gin made in the
Canary Islands. Filtered through
volcanic rocks to create a clean,
earthy flavour. The botanicals
include cardamom, liquorice,
orange & lemon.
(Macaronesia – 40%)

Monkey 47

4.5

An extremely complex gin with 47
botanicals which is made in The
Black Forrest. The name of the gin
originates from the pet monkey the
owner kept when he served as an
RAF wing commander. (47%)

FEW American Gin

5.5

Made in Evanston, a city that has
suffered prohibition for over 100
years. Made using an un-aged
bourbon base. This particular gin
is complex and juniper heavy with
fresh lemon and popcorn. Slightly
buttery flavour. (USA – 40%)

5

New Westerns
5

FEW Breakfast Gin
It’s always five o’clock somewhere
in the eyes of FEW Distillery. The
perfect breakfast gin with notes of
earl grey tea, bergamot, cinnamon
& peppermint. For those who can’t
be bothered to boil the kettle in the
morning. (USA – 42%)

Manchester Gin

Mediterranean botanicals. This
includes basil, thyme, rosemary and
the Arbequina olive.
(Spanish – 42.7%)

Drumshanbo
Gunpowder Irish Gin

4

Martin Miller’s
4.5
Westbourne Strength
An award winning gin with a
boosted abv over the original recipe.
Notes of marmalade, grapefruit &
peppercorn.
(UK – 45.2%)

4.5

A quadruple distilled Cornish gin
distilled with rock samphire &
Cornish seaweed. (UK – 41%)
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4.5

We reckon the best thing to come
out of Manchester was The Stone
Roses and this bottle of gin. Made
using juniper, citrus peel, dandelion
and burdock root. A proper
Northern tipple. (UK – 42%)

Lola & Vera

4

An unbelievably unique gin. The
base spirit is macerated with
apples then distilled with oranges,
sunflowers & ginger. Warming,
juicy & refreshing. (Spain – 40%

An Irish gin with a slight kick.
Made with vapour infused
grapefruit, lime, lemon &
gunpowder tea.
(Ireland – 43%)

Curio

4.5

Bold & floral gin. Notes of hibiscus,
lemon peels, sherbet & eucalyptus.
Made with a grape based spirit.
(Spain – 40%)

4

Gin Mare

Nordes Atlantic
Galician Gin

New Westerns

Bobby’s Schiedam
Dry Gin
A refreshing Dutch gin with
notes of lemongrass, rosehip and
cubeb peppers. Notes of spiced
orange, lemon sherbet & cloves.
(Netherlands – 42%)

5

Roku Gin

4.5

Earthy & vegetal. Japanese
botanicals include sakura flower,
cherry blossom, sakura leaf, sencha
tea, gyokuro tea, sansho pepper &
yuzu peel. (Japan – 43%)

Kokoro Gin

4

One main botanical stands out
here – sansho is one of the world’s
oldest seasonings. Although it has
been used in Japan to season food
for over 3,000 years it has a citrus
flavour with a warm pepper like
finish (UK – 42%)

Faith & Sons
Coffee Gin

4.5

Dry gin filtered through fresh
roasted green coffee beans. Dark,
slightly chocolatey coffee with the
added kick of peppery juniper and
orange. (UK – 37.5%)

Produced in the Cognac region
of France. Botanicals including
liquorice, cardamom, cassia bark
finished in an unusual way by the
infused with ugni blanc grapes.
(France – 40%)

Pink Pepper Gin

Dodd’s Gin

Exclusively using only organic
botanicals including fresh lime peel,
red raspberry leaf & English honey.
Notes of opal fruits, sherbet & zesty
lime. (UK – 49.9%)

4.5

The top notes are pink peppercorn,
cardamom and juniper – distilled
separately in ‘brunhilda’, a bespoke,
low-pressure, glass vacuum still.
Pink pepper gin, it’s the fresher,
spicy notes of pink peppercorns,
juniper & cardamom that are
prominent. (France – 44%)

5

X – GIN
A unique gin made with cocoa
beans, hazelnuts, vanilla pods &
roasted chilli. (Belgium – 44%)

Tinto Red Gin
4.5

5

G’Vine Floraison

4.5

Triple distilled gin using rye &
barley spirit, including one very off
beat botanical catnip. Not a bad
shout to keep this away from your
feline friends – and frankly, it’s
probably smart to keep all gins out
of reach of cats. The botanicals are
fragrant flora & forest floor acidic
pear & ripe berries.
(Portugal – 40%)
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New Westerns
Skin Pink Gin

4.5

Fruity and smooth gin bursting
with flavours of grapefruit, lemon
& mint. Perfect for that one hot day
we get in the summer.
(Germany – 42%)

McQueen
Smokey Chilli Gin

5

5

Made using 100% green power
energy. Juicy citrus, rich juniper
with a thick honey finish.
(UK – 42%)
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5

4

A strong herbaceous punch and
finished with delicate notes of
citrus & coriander all bound with a
delicate sweetness. (UK – 38.6%)

Black Tomato

5

Herbaceous at first, before the
delicate vegetal sweetness builds
up. Flakes of sea salt develop on the
mid-palate followed by light notes of
basil. (42.3%)

Aviation

A French gin made by Calvados
makers, the Drouin Family. Made
with 30 different apple varieties to
create a smooth apple tasting gin
with notes of Cinnamon, Lemon &
Vanilla. (France – 42%)

Cooper King Gin

Packed with deep chocolate notes.
Made using Bulgarian juniper,
mint & vanilla leading to a sweet
chocolate finish. (We advise eating
the mint first!) (Scotland – 42%)

JJ Whitley Nettle

A complex gin made with 21
botanicals & distilled under
moonlight. Notes of soft lavender,
muscat grape & lemon oils.
(Spain – 40%)

Le Gin Christian
Drouin

4

4

Not for the faint hearted, a strong
hit from the chilli at first then notes
of smoke, spice & citrus. Perfect in
a red snapper, the bloody mary’s
gin-based cousin.
(Scotland – 42%)

Alkkemist Gin

McQueen
Chocolate Mint

Old Tom

4.5

A nod to the golden age of aviation.
American by heart, Dutch by style.
Notes of root beer, sarsaparilla, rye,
lavender & orange. (USA – 42%)

Sweet Bell Pepper
& Naga Chilli Gin

4

A

sweet style gin which was very popular in the 18th and
19th Centuries. In flavour profile it sits between Geneva
and London Dry. Old Tom is seeing a resurgence in popularity
due to the accelerating craft cocktail movement.

Boatyard Old Tom

6

The Northern Ireland’s boatyard
distillery introduced their take on
an old tom. Sweetened with honey
and with notes of fennel, orange &
vanilla. (Northern Ireland – 46%)

Hayman’s Old Tom

4

A rich, rounded profile and a
beautifully delicate finish. Hints of
citrus & juniper provide a delicious
smooth taste. (UK – 40%)

Bathtub Old Tom

4.5

A traditional, slightly sweetened
style of gin. Made with all the usual
fantastic botanicals such as juniper,
orange peel, coriander, cinnamon,
cloves & cardamom. (UK – 42%)

Poetic Licence
Old Tom

4.5

This classic gin is sweeter and
more peppery in comparison to the
dry gin. From the botanicals alone,
a sweet taste is nurtured. The oak
casks add flavour & colour.
(UK – 41.6%)

Langley’s Old Tom

4

A classic style offering something
different. An intensley botanical gin
in comparison to London Dry styles.
With a distinguished character for
longer drinks. (UK – 40%)

Jensen’s Old Tom

4

A delicate, clean gin dating back to
the 19th century. Sweet floral tones
with a juniper finish. (UK – 43%)

An extremely unique gin made
by the guys at Poetic License.
Deseeding naga chilli’s to remove
the heat, they destill their northern
dry gin with the chillis & fresh
sweet bell peppers. A funky, savoury
gin. (UK – 41.4%)
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Sloe Gin

Aged Gins

S

T

loe gin is a red liqueur made with gin and sloe drupes,
which are a small fruit relative of the plum. The traditional
way of making sloe gin is to soak the sloes in gin. Sugar is
required to ensure the sloe juice is extracted from the fruit.

Bathtub Sloe

4

Made with almost half a pound
of sloes per bottle. Along with a
merry band of botanicals, including
cinnamon, coriander, cloves &
orange peel. (UK – 33.7%)

Sloemotion Sloe

3.7

A rich sloe gin made in Yorkshire,
aromatic cherry flavours with hints
of almond. (UK – 26%)

Sloemotion
Damson Gin

3.7

A traditional fruity Ryedale
tipple that doffs its cap to this
region’s damson growing heritage.
Handpicked from local yorkshire
orchards. (UK – 26%)
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Williams Aged
Sloe & Mulberry

he idea of resting gin in barrels is not new and dates
back to the 18th Century when they were used to ship and
store gin. Today, barrel-aged gin is not about necessity and
practicality but about discovery and the use of different casks
to add dimension to gin, taking it more into the realms of a
sipping spirit.

4

Sloe berries are marinated in a
bespoke gin blend, with a selection
of botanicals that augment the rich
fruity flavour. Succulent mulberries
are added before being aged for
over a year. (UK – 29%)

Hampshire Sloe Gin

4.5

The Winchester Distillery use wild
foraged sloe berries. Notes of oily
juniper, peppercorn and a burst of
sloe berry richness with a hint of
forest floor earthiness.
(UK – 29%)

Eden Mill Oak

4

Rested in American oak casks,
the ageing period softens the gin.
Rich oak spiced gin with notes of
caramel, vanilla and a touch of
fudge. (Scotland – 42%)

Raisthorpe
Oak Aged`
Using Yorkshire Wolds’ spring
water – this gin has a unique
botanical recipe. The gin is rested
in oak barrels to give a smooth &
mellow taste with hints of spice,
pepper & juniper. (UK – 42%)

Pickerings
Oak Aged

5

A cask-aged Pickering’s gin, which
has been matured in casks that
previously aged speyside whisky.
(UK – 47%)

4

Martin Miller’s
9 Moons

9.5

Matured in bourbon casks for
nine months in the cool Icelandic
climate. Warm pepper & vanilla
notes. (Iceland – 40%)
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JJ Whitley
Elderflower

Fruit Market

A super sweet floral gin with a
lovely refreshing taste. Whispers
of cinnamon combined with heavy
notes of english elderflower &
lemon drops. (UK – 38.6%)

A

List of gins put together to honour Hull’s former thriving
fruit market. The following gins have been chosen for
their fruit filled botanical content.

Brockmans

4

Bursting with mixed berries. Slight
notes of lavender & Italian juniper.
(UK – 40%)

Eden Mill Love

4

Made with raspberries, rose petals and
hibiscus flowers. Dry yet incredibly
refreshing. (Scotland – 42%)

Malfy Con Limone

4.5

Made using a mix of sicilian lemons
& amalfi lemons. Heavy citrus lead
with italian juniper. Reminiscent of
a dry limoncello. (Italy – 41%)

Malfy Con Arancia

4.5

A bright vibrant gin from the malfy
range made with Sicilian blood
oranges. Tart citrus, vanilla & a
peak of juniper. (Italy – 41%)

Hoxton

4.5

Created in Hoxton, London’s coolest
suburb. Strong notes of coconut,
ripe grapefruit, ginger & toffee.
(UK – 40%)

MOM

4

Larios Rose

Made using Harrogate spring water
& rhubarb juice from yorkshire’s
rhubarb triangle. Zesty, sweet &
refreshing. (UK – 40%)

4.5

William Chase
Pink Grapefruit

Warner Edward
Honeybee Gin

5

4.5

Distilled with a spirit that comes
from apples. Then redistilled with
juicy Seville oranges to create a zesty
citrus flavoured gin. (UK – 40%)
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A sweet and distinctive artisan gin.
Made using a selection of different
citrus fruits ranging from grapefruit
to Persian limes. (Scotland – 42%)

4.5

Shiraz grapes handpicked from the
yara valley are steeped for 8 weeks
in four pillars dry gin to create this
dark red wine tasting gin. Big juicy
notes of ripe plums & grapes with
an anise finish. (Austrailia – 37.8%)

Chase Seville
Orange Gin

4

A sweeter edition of the popular
spanish gin, Larios. Flavoured with
rose water, mediterranean citrus
and candied strawberries.
(Spain – 37.5%)

This heroic citrus gin collaboration
is coming to kick down tonsils &
spark some taste buds! Ripe orange
and a hint of lime, followed by a
touch of floral vanilla. Perfect for a
sunny afternoon. (UK – 40%)

Four Pillars
Bloody Shiraz

4

McQueen
Sweet Citrus

Slingsby Rhubarb

Bursting full of berries. Notes
of strawberry, raspberry &
pomegranate. Strong aromas of
Calpol & cherryade.
(Spanish – 39.4%)

Zymurgorium
Marmalade
Manchester Gin

4

4.5

Floral & zesty with lapping waves
of tartness. Subtle hints of juniper
shrouded with heavy notes of ripe
grapefruit. (UK – 40%)

4

Warner Edwards
Victoria’s Rhubarb

Made using the pressed juice from
rhubarb grown in Queen Victoria’s
former rhubarb patch. Blended with
harrington dry gin to create a soft,
mellow rhubarb flavoured gin. A
real royal tipple. (UK – 40%)

Liverpool
Valencian Orange

4.5

Liverpool Dry Gin distilled with
whole oranges from Valencia.
Potent orange notes with a
backdrop of subtle spice. A sunset
on the taste buds. (UK – 46%)

4.5

Made using honey which is
locally sourced on the grounds of
the distillery. Contains summer
orientated botanicals such as
hibiscus, elderflower & grapefruit
peel. An un-bee-lievably tasty gin.
(UK – 43%)

Buss No.509
Elderflower

4.5

One of the only true artisan
flavoured gins. Naturally flavoured
with fresh botanicals – palateangelica, light elderflower, slight
citrus & vanilla. A no brainer for the
floral gin lovers. (Belgium – 40%)

4.5
Sloemotion
Rhubarb & Raspberry
Tangy & moreish. Made using all
natural ingredients with a soft
floral finish. (UK – 40%)
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Buss No.509
Raspberry

4.5

Made using fresh raspberries,
vanilla & iris. You might expect it
to be overtly sweet & berry-filled.
However the raspberry is well
balanced alongside the juniper
and the assortment of other herbs,
spices and citrus tones.
(Belgium – 37.5%)

Burleigh’s Pink
Edition

4.5

Inspired by the master distillers’
trip to Japan. The classic burleigh’s
recipe with the addition of pink
grapefruit, hibiscus, cherry blossom
& rose flowers. A mere 600 bottles
were produced so try it while you
can! (UK - 40%)

Pinkster

4

Deliciously dry, with a hint of fruit and
an exceptionally smooth finish. This gin
includes heavy tones of grapefruit and
raspberries abdmakes a refreshingly
different G&T. (UK – 37.5%)

Forest Gin

4

Distilled at a humble family owned
distillery in the Peak District. This
London dry gin is infused with
almonds, hibiscus & cherries. Who
doesn’t love a (Bakewell) tart?
(UK – 40%)

Vintage

V
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A crisp, dry gin handcrafted by
England’s oldest gin distillery back
in 1761. Seven generations have
passed down their unique recipe
using only the finest ingredients
they can get their hands on. This
specific bottle of gin dates back to
1981, before Greenhall’s decided to
drop the alcohol content down to a
mere 37.5%. (UK – 40%)
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Beefeater Gin
(Early 1970’s)

sually following the New Western style. But distilled with
spice fronted botanicals ranging from cinnamon & nutmeg
to cardamom & black pepper.

Darnley’s View

14

A huge player in the classic gin
category. First made in 1820 by
James Burrough’s and is still
distilled with the same recipe. A
humble gin with notes of heavy
juniper, soft citrus & rustic oak.
We were lucky enough to get our
hands on an extremely rare bottle
that dates back to the early ‘70s. An
absolute timeless classic.
(UK – 40%)

4

Heavy notes of cinnamon, nutmeg &
juniper. A silky caramel mouthfeel
with a long smooth finish.
(UK – 42.7%)

Opihr

4

Made by the famous master
distiller Joanne Moore of Greenhall
distillery. Oriental style gin with
heavy notes of cardamom followed
by notes of bell peppers, steamed
rice & Persian limes. (UK – 40%)

Four Pillars
Spiced Negroni Gin

intage gins allow us to see the incredible changes that
modern distillation techniques have on the taste of gin.
The following gins give us an insight into how gin companies
have developed their recipes over the years.

Greenhall’s Gin
(Early 1980s)

U

5.5

A gin made from botanicals sourced
from the Macclesfield Forest. Made
using bilberries, raspberries, local
moss then blended with local spring
water. Fresh, fruity & herbal.
(UK – 42%)

Bakewell Gin

Spiced

5

Cuckoo Spiced

4.5

Made by bridle distillery using
only raw materials & an
environmentally friendly copper
still. All by-products are turned into
animal feeds & compost! Notes of
ginger, cinnamon & black pepper
(UK – 42%)

Whittaker’s Pink
Peculiar Gin

4

Heavy notes of spicy pink
peppercorns brightened by hibiscus
flowers. Made by Yorkshire gin
geniuses, the Whittaker’s.
(UK – 42%)

The brain child of a collaboration
between Four Pillars distillery
and some of Australia’s best
bartenders. Designed to combat
the rich flavours of campari &
sweet vermouth. Stands strong in a
humble gin and tonic.
(Australia – 43.8%)
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Overproof

London Dry

L

D

et’s go back to the 18th century. Gin is immensely popular
in the United Kingdom. The Royal Navy actually legislates
that a certain quantity of gin must be on board every vessel
as they tootle about the globe. Gin purchased by the Navy was
often tampered with, but the savvy officers realised a simple
fact. If gin was spilt onto the gunpowder and the gunpowder
failed to light, it was diluted gin. However, if the gunpowder
ignited, the gin was at least 57% abv. These became known as
‘Navy strength’.

West Winds
Captains Cut

5.5

This is the strongest gin in
Australia. Herbaceous, floral yet
incredibly dry. Stands out very well
in a dirty martini. Ample notes of
black pepper, grapefruit & juniper.
(Australia – 63%)

Plymouth
Navy Strength

4.5

A gin favoured by sailors &
bartenders alike. The original
recipe is featured frequently in
harry craddock’s 1933 savoy
cocktail book. Deep & crisp notes of
juniper followed by a lovely citrus
finish. (England – 57%)

Blackwood’s 2017
Vintage Dry Gin
A London Dry style gin with notes
of cinnamon, nutmeg & heavy
juniper. (UK – 60%)
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4

Skin Overproof Gin

espite the name London Dry, this style can be produced
anywhere in the world. Typically very dry with pungent
notes of juniper. A household favourite and loved by millions
across the globe.

Salcombe Gin

6.5

A generous 51% abv, this gin
is matured in casks that have
previously contained white wine.
Notes of green cardamom, honey,
soft juniper and a pinch of pepper.
(Germany – 51%)

Strane Uncut
Strength

6.5

Unsurprisingly the worlds strongest
gin. Botanicals include lemon rind,
almonds, cinnamon & garden mint.
Works wonderfully in a negroni, a
classic gin & tonic or to de-ice your
car. (Sweden – 76%)

4.5

A contemporary style london dry
made in South Devon. Intensive
notes of citrus such as grapefruit,
lemon and limes. All brought
together with an immense amount
of juniper beries. (UK – 44%)

Twisted Nose

4

A small batch gin that combines
ten botanicals including local
watercress. This creates a gin that
is intence, fragrant & refreshing.
(UK – 40%)

Elephant Gin

4.5

A funky London dry gin with
unique botanicals including african
wormwood, buchu plant & boabab.
15% of every bottle sold is donated
to a sanctuary protecting elephants
from abhorrent poachers.
(Germany – 45%)

Boodles
The most quintessential British
gin. Clean, crisp with notes of
strawberry, light citrus & soft
pepper. Said to be a favourite of
Winston Churchill. (UK – 40%)

4

Bloom

4

A delicate & floral gin with notes of
pomelo, honeysuckle & camomile.
(UK – 40%)

Masons

4

Using pure yorkshire water and
just the right amount of citrus and
juniper. Some of which are picked
from their own bushes. Notes of
fennel, saffron & lemongrass.
(UK – 40%)

Masons Lavender

4

Intense, fragrant and subtly sweet
notes of lavender. The fennel aroma
create a soft & subtle experience.
Perfect in one of our own cocktails –
The Flight Of Amy Johnson.
(UK – 42%)

Langtons No. One

4

Made with botanicals from mount
skiddaw in the lake district. Diluted
using water filtered through ancient
slate. Earthy, peppery and almost
savoury. (UK – 40%)
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London Dry
DAVID Gin

5.5

Italian gin with a citrus punch. Dry,
with botanicals such as grapefruit,
juniper, coriander & angelica root.
(Italy – 40%)

Junipero

5

Founded in 1993 and winning
double gold at the 2004 San
Francisco spirit awards. Fullbodied with a satisfying array of
citrus and herby flavours.
(USA – 49.3%)

Williams’
Great British
Extra Dry Gin

4

4

This gin is from Brewdog, having
mastered the art of craft beer
they now have a distillery. Key
botanicals are Thai lemongrass,
kaffir lime leaf, almond and
lavender. (Scotland – 44%)

Boxer Gin

5

Fishers Gin

Made on the Suffolk coast with a
barley base spirit. Earthy, vegetal &
subtly salted. Notes of bright lemon,
coastal sea spray & bog myrtle.
(England – 44%)

Pothecary Gin

4.5

Multi award-winning gin, made
by two lifelong friends in the
hospitality industry. London dry gin
with notes of tilia flowers, lavender,
black mulberries, lemon & honey.
(UK – 44.8%)

Juniper buds & berries are added
to chase vodka for the driest
finish. With botanical infusions of
cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger, almond,
cloves, liquorice & lemon.
(UK – 40%)

LoneWolf

London Dry

4

Oxley Gin

4

Distilled in a vaccum at -5 degrees
celsius (we know, don’t ask!).
This scientific wizardry extracts
flavours usually lost in traditional
distillation methods. Flavours of
soft pine, forrest mist, grapefruit
and star anise. (England – 47%)

Hepple Gin

4

Made using 3 separate distillations.
Perfect in a classic gin and tonic.
Huge juniper front. Notes of amalfi
lemons, lemon sherbet sweets &
whispers of pine.
(England – 45%)

Marylebone

4.5

Made to evoke memories of
marlybone pleasure gardens which
happened to be a regular hang out
spot for Dick Turpin. Lime flower,
lemon balm, festive clove and
orange. (UK – 50.2%)

Blue Bottle Gin

4.5

Named after the creator viewing
the hidden beauty of a magnified
blue bottle fly’s wing. Peppery,
earthy with a soft nutmeg finish.
(Guernsey – 47%)

No. 3

4

4

East London
Liquor Co.
Bright & fresh tasting gin. Heavy
juniper but well-balanced with
citrus & spice. (UK – 40%)

Martin Millers

4

The worlds most awarded gin.
Distilled in the UK & taken over
to Iceland to be married with
Icelandic water. Exceptionally
smooth with notes of cucumber,
light spice and heavy juniper.
(UK – 40%)

4

Tarquin’s

A classic London dry style gin. Soft
floral notes with towering citrus.
This gin is used in a martini at the
famous Dukes’ Hotel in London.
It is said to be a favourite of Ian
Fleming, the author of the James
Bond books. (UK – 46%)

Fragrant hand picked cornish
violet flowers piggybacked by
orange zest. An english seabreeze
sums up this gin perfectly.
(UK – 42%)

Sloanes

A blend of 9 botanicals local to the
Cotswolds. A unique distillation
process keeps the oils intact within
the gin. A soft pink hue forms when
a tonic is added. (UK – 46%)

3.7

A light, elegant gin with notes of
lemon, vanilla & brisk skips of
juniper. (Netherlands – 40%)

Portobello Road

Cotswolds

4.5

3.7

A right hook to the chops by the
juniper with significant jabs of
citrus & lemongrass. (UK – 42%

A classic London dry style gin that
packs a punch. Juniper, orange,
lemon & bergamot. (UK – 40%)
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London Dry
Burleighs Signature

4

Created by a curry loving, jazz
playing, Scottish master distiller
– Jamie Baxter. 11 botanicals
including silver birch, dandelion
and elderberries – all distilled in
their copper still named ‘Messy
Bessie’ on a rural farm on the
outskirts of Leicester. (UK – 40%)

Burleighs
Distillers Cut

The Lakes

4.5

4

Great depth of flavour with an
ultra smooth mouthfeel. Key
botanicals include lebanese mint
& sweet lemon. Bottle designed by
Robert McGinnis who also made
film posters for James Bond,
Breakfast at Tiffany’s & Barbarella.
(Scotland – 43.4%)

Tanqueray No. 10

4

A classic London dry style gin. A
bartenders favourite due to it’s
incredible versatility. Distilled with
Mexican limes, Florida oranges
& pink grapefruit. Favoured with
ample ice & a premium tonic.
(UK – 47.3%)
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3.7

A Welsh gin made in the Brecon
Beacons national park. A dry gin
with hints of cucumber, citrus &
pepper. (Wales – 40%)

One of our house favourites. Using
the same botanicals of the signature
edition in different ratios. Strange
notes of fizzy orange and soft
warming spice. (UK – 47%)

Daffy’s

Brecon

London Dry

4

A house favourite. An artisan
gin made in the Lake District.
Using spring water from the
river Derwent and hand picked
botanicals from the fells of the Lake
District. A crisp, bright gin with
aromas of limes, bilberries, mint &
meadowsweet. (UK – 43.7%)

Sipsmith

4

A timeless classic. Bold, complex &
aromatic. (UK – 41.6%)

Silent Pool

4

24 Unique botanicals. Lavender,
lime leaves & 2 blends of juniper
to mention a few. Married in tanks
with local honey before bottling into
an artisan bottle with a glass cork.
(UK – 43%)

Bathtub
A craft gin with botanicals
including juniper, orange peel,
cardamom, cinnamon & cloves.
(UK – 43.3%)

4

Scapegrace

4.5

Made in New Zealand featuring
12 botanicals. Main tasting notes
include lemon, nutmeg and orange.
The name ‘scapegrace’ stems
from another name for a rogue
scoundrel. (New Zealand – 42.2%)

Langleys No 8

4

A no nonsense english gin.
Muscular juniper, lemon peel and a
scatter of nutmeg. (UK – 41.7%)

Ki No Bi

5.5

Another house recommendation.
Made using a rice spirit base.
Distilled with Japanese botanicals
such as yuzu, bamboo, hinoki wood
chips & green Sansho.
(Japan – 47.5%)

The Lakes Explorer

4.5

A super premium distillation of the
classic lakes gin recipe. Made using
spring water from the river Derwent
and hand picked botanicals from
the fells of the Lake District. A crisp,
bright gin with aromas of limes,
bilberries, mint & meadowsweet.
Back palate notes of cinnamon,
peeled orange & whispers of earl
grey tea. (UK – 47.1%)

Slingsby
London Dry

4

Made using 17 botanicals local to
harrogate. A classic style london
dry with a large juniper content &
heavy notes of grapefruit.
(UK – 42%)

Poetic License
Northern Dry

4

Juniper upfront balanced with
green cardomom, Iranian limes &
notes of Opal Fruits. (UK – 43.2%)

The Botanist

4.5

Made from 22 hand picked
botanicals from the Isle of Islay.
Most prominent botanicals include
cinnamon, lemon & thyme.
(Scotland – 46%)

York Gin

4.5

A small batch gin made in York.
Following a classic London Dry
style with a smooth & citrus tang
finish. (UK – 42.5%)

Whitby Gin

4.5

A London dry gin distilled in
Whitby, North Yorkshire. Using
local botanicals such as sugar
kelp, Moorland heather & local
Yorkshire honey, this is certainly a
must try local gin! (UK 42%)
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Jenever

Whisky

T

he grandfather of the gin we know today. Commonly
known as Jenever or as Dutch gin. Originally distilled
by using malt wine as a base and adding juniper for it’s
medicinal qualities, this spirit is a timeless classic. Jenever is
commonly drunk neat however it can blend fantastically into a
punchy gin & tonic.

Bols Zeer Oude
Genever

4

A traditional Genever made by the
popular Dutch spirit makers, Bols.
Using a recipe dating back to the
16th century, this humble spirit
has notes of malt, thick stewed
winter fruits and dried raisins.
(Netherlands – 35%)

Filliers 8 Year
Old Genever

HoogHoudt
Bruine Jenever

4

A contemporary style Jenever with
a sweet yet balanced malt base.
Notes of vanilla, brown sugar and
cinnamon. (Netherlands – 30%)

Whether it is whisky or whiskey has been the basis
of many arguments over the years.
The Scots spell it whisky and the Irish spell it whiskey, with
an extra ‘e’. This difference in the spelling comes from the
translations of the word from the Scottish and Irish Gaelic
forms. Whiskey with the extra ‘e’ is also used when referring to
American whiskies. This ‘e’ was taken to the United States by
the Irish immigrants in the 1700s and has been used ever since.
Scotland, Ireland and America all have a rich heritage in the
whisky industry.

4.5

An 8 year old genever using malt,
maize and rye. After a double
distillation it is blended with juniper
distillates and aged in American oak
barrels for 8 years. (Belgium – 50%)
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Single Malt Whisky
Speyside Whisky
Speyside whisky offers lighter and
sweeter drams. Often considered
an entry tipple into the world of
Scottish whisky. Body comes with
age however the younger whiskies
tend to be honey-like and delicate.
Peat is rarely used nor are the
drams particularly salty.

Balvenie
DoubleWood 12 Year

4.5

Aged in American oak casks &
finished in European sherry casks.
Notes of honeyed grapes with a
developing nuttiness. Gentle spice
with a light warming finish. (40%)

Glenfiddich
Experimental Series –
Project XX

5

Islay Whisky

Highlands & Islands

Islay Whiskies are often peated
and bold. These types of drams
often feature heavy smokey
notes and have an unusual taste.
Usually enjoyed paired with a
drop or two of water to help
release the oils within the spirit.

These whiskies can take many
different forms. Due to the
highlands being such a vast
region it is hard to make sweeping
statements regarding the typical
characteristics. We have chosen
some of the highlands & the
islands most diverse and loved
whiskies to showcase how the
region, malts and water sources
can affect flavour & smokiness.

Laphroaig 10 Year

4

One of Scotlands most characterful
drams. Big muscular smoke with
ample spice and heavy sea salt.
Known for its medicinal malt
aromas and heavy woodiness. (40%)

Ardbeg 10 Year

4.5

Winner of a World of Whisky
award. Beach bonfire smoke, sea
spray, soft vanilla & circling citrus.
(46%)

4

Glenmorangie
Orignal 10 Year
An absolute classic. Fruity, nutty
and almost creamy. Malty with
flavours similar to digestive
biscuits. (40%)

Dalwhinnie 15 Year

4.5

Old Pulteney
17 Year

7.5

An award winning Scotch matured
in Pedro Ximénez and Spanish
Oloroso casks. Soft whirling smoke,
toasted hot cross buns, soft beeswax
and light dried fruit. (46%)

Jura Prophecy

4.5

Made from a selection of old and
rare jura whiskies. Heavily peated
and dry. Punchy sea spray and oily
citrus spice. (46%)

Talisker 10 Year

4

Made on the Isle of Skye. Seaweed
saltiness, bonfire smoke with sweet
pears and a sugary forefront. Brine
notes to finish with toasted malt on
the nose. (45.8%)

Simple, flawless and crisp. Long
and malty flavours
with heavy nuttiness on
the finish. (43%)

20 malt masters were invited to
the Glenfiddich distillery. They
each chose an expression from any
of the thousands of barrels in the
Glenfiddich warehouse. These 20
choices were then blended to create
this unique and complex single
malt. Notes of plump pear & toasted
almonds. Long lasting oaky finish
with a deep golden sugar sweetness.
(47%)
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Lowland Whisky

Irish Whiskey

Lowland whiskies tend to be gentle
& lightly floral. Triple distillation
methods are often relatively
common which adds a delicate
touch to the dram. Often favoured
over ice or sometimes preferred
with a premium ginger ale.

Teelings
Single Malt

Auchentoshan
12 Year

4

Auchentoshan
Three Wood

4

Matured in American Bourbon,
spanish oloroso then finished
in pedro ximenez casks. Rich &
complex. Long notes of sticky toffee
and juicy grapes. (43%)

Auchentoshan
Bartender’s Edition

4.5

A blend of 12 casks created by
12 different bartenders. Includes
whiskies that have been aged
in rum barrels, red wine casks,
american oak and several more
interesting vessels. Complex and
rich. Buttery with christmas spice
and a warming finish. (47%)
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A 100% malt whiskey made in
Dublin. Fresh malt & soft notes
of berried fruits and white
chocolate. Oaky finish with a
whisper of smoke. (46%)

Bushmills Ten Year

Notes of cereals and sweet
barley. Wine like tannins on the
frontal palate with a dry and long
finish. (40%)

4.5

Blended Whisky

Japanese Whisky

Formally called vatted malts. A
blend of malt whisky from two or
more distilleries. In some peoples
eyes this is considered ‘cheating’
as the best characteristics from
certain whiskies can be blended
into a masterpiece.

4.5
Yamazaki Single
Malt Distillers Reserve
A Japanese single malt matured
in Bordeaux wine & sherry casks.
Heavy notes of sandalwood and
coconut husk. Sweet vanilla & spicy
cinnamon to finish. (43%)

Chivas Regal 12 Year 3.5
3.5

An award winning Irish Whiskey.
Soft tones of banana & apricot. An
oddly sweet finish with heaps of
oakiness. (40%)

A refined and famous blended
Scotch. Leaping fruits and a slight
honey-like finish. (40%)

Monkey Shoulder
Triple Malt

3.5

5.5

Notes of honey, cereal & a touch of
port. Waves of fresh espresso with a
slightly smokey finish. (43%)

Hibiki Japanese
Harmony

A blend of three speyside
distilleries. Malty, smooth and
creamy. (47%)

Pogues Irish
Whiskey

Nikka Taketsuru
Pure Malt

3.5

7

Aged in a collection of casks
including sherry & American oak.
Wafts of fresh peeled orange & a
touch of barbecued smoke. (43%)

An irish whiskey made for the irish
band The Pogues to drink during
their tour. The highest malt content
of any irish whiskey. Notes of
cinnamon dust, light summer hay &
a long smooth finish. (40%)

4
The One – The Lakes
Distillery Pedro Ximenez
Cask Finished
A blended whisky from distilleries
all over the UK. Heavy notes of
cinnamon & creamy caramel
followed by a juicy grape finish
with soft waves of smokey vanilla.
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Wild Turkey 81

American Whiskey

J

ust like Scotch Whisky, regions & techniques bring along
differences to each style. The majority of American whiskey
tends to be sweeter & usually contains next to no peatiness.
American whisky can be enjoyed on the rocks but is much
more versatile. Therefore would work very well in a cocktail.

Bourbon Whiskey
Bourbon is the national spirit
of USA. Due to general hotter
climates within the US, whiskey in
general tends to age much quicker.
Hence why it is pretty rare to see
anything aged 18 years or longer.
Bourbon must have no artificial
colourings and must have at least
51% corn as it’s base.

Woodford Reserve

4

One of the worlds most complex
whiskies with over 200 tasting
notes. Triple distilled and matured
for a minimum of 6 years. Creamy
notes of honey and spice, followed
by toasted cereals and some
people even pick up aromas of ripe
banana! (43.2%)

Knob Creek
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4

Four Roses
Single Barrel

4.5

A great single barrel bourbon from
Four Roses. Plummy and fruity
with lots of character and at higher
strength. (50%)

4

Eagle Rare 10 Year
Made by the guys at Buffalo Trace
Distillery. An incredible Bourbon
with flamed orange notes, thick
maple syrup tones and drifts of
warming vanilla. (45%)

6.8

An incredibly smooth Bourbon.
Chewy oak, plenty of festive
citrus flavours with a dry char
finish. (51.5%)

Michter’s US1
Bourbon

5.6

Bottled at cask strength with heavy
notes of charred wood followed by
ginger cake, pine and Christmas
spice. (56.4%)

Awarded 5 stars at the spirit
journal awards. Notes of dry hay
and buttered toast. A touch of
marmalade on the finish. (45%)

3.5

A small batch Bourbon aged for 9
years. Huge thick swirls of maple
syrup pushing a sweetness on the
first sip. Rich bodied with a toasted
oak finish. (50%)

Wild Turkey
Rare Breed

Four Roses
Small Batch

Blanton’s
Gold Edition

3.5

Aged in heavy charred barrels using
a high rye content. Caramel, fudge,
cinnamon and espresso. (40.5%)

Rye Whiskey
A rustic American spirit that must
contain at least 51% rye within
the mash bill. A staple American
whiskey which was the base spirit
for many timeless classics such as
the Manhattan and The Sazerac.

Double gold winner at The World
Spirit Awards. Notes of cherries &
vanilla followed by dried peach &
soft leather. (45%)

Ritten House
Straight Rye

4

Cocoa and butterscotch on the
front palate. Tangy copper notes
with a long marmalade finish.
(50%)

Michter’s
Straight Rye

5.5

Proof of the incredible
craftsmanship by Michter’s
Distillery. Spicy, dry notes followed
by creamy caramel. (42.4%)

Jack Daniel’s
Single Barrel Rye
5.5

4

Bulleit Rye

5.5

70% rye build up with notes of
spiced nuts, cereal sweetness & a
cigar box aroma. (45%)

Bottled by using a blend of over two
dozen barrels. Expertly blended
together. Notes of caramel, vanilla
and all spice. (45.7%)
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